*** Now talking in #suburbansenshi
Topic is -= Suburban Senshi: Urban Renewal Q&A - Nothing is sacred. =-
<@Ikari Shinji> Welcome to the Q&A portion of this. Tonight, the director and cast of Suburban Senshi: Urban Renewal shall sit down with a select group of people to answer any questions they might have for our captured guests. And trust me, they're captured...
<Furu> I'm your host, Furu, and with me here is my trusty sidekick, Ikari Shinji!
<@Ikari Shinji> Bullshit, ChibiShinji. You're MINE sidekick!
<@Ikari Shinji> Now lets get this party started.
* Furu is wearing a circa 1940 reporter hat with press pass for some unknown reason
<Furu> This is for Setsuna-san. What was it like to..well...do the "Pluto's Hell" scene?
<@Ikari Shinji> LOL.
<chronos.typhoon.2k4> ...
<chronos.typhoon.2k4>  It was fine, I was wearing earplugs.
<chronos.typhoon.2k4>  However I did get a good look at the body double for Endymion
<chronos.typhoon.2k4>  We had some coffee cake together after the shoot.
<chronos.typhoon.2k4>  The body double was a former pornography star.
* chronos.typhoon.2k4 blushes
<Furu> O_o;
<FireFly_9> And how would you know this, Setsuna-momma?
<chronos.typhoon.2k4> heh
<@Ikari Shinji> So, Jedite, did you put the moves on Hotaru off the screen during all of this?
<Furu> XD
<// J_Daito //> She's a saucly little minx.
<@Ikari Shinji> Well she is HOTaru.
<FireFly_9> Jedite couldn't control his glee at the kiss scene. I was wearing false lips.
<FireFly_9> That is not funny, Shinji-san.
<C'est_la_V> LOL HOT-aru
<@Ikari Shinji> Er, everyone's a critic.
<@Dr_Xadium> Ebert gave as -1 stars for being "an anime geek's closet cult film"
<--=[ SpeedRcrX ]=--> Fucking ebert.
<Furu>  What the Hell are you doing listening to Ebert?
<.`~SugaBB_2999~`.> i did dat unce fackers fat
<@Ikari Shinji> Ebert can go suck a big fat dick.
<.`~SugaBB_2999~`.> i hed 2 sey on tip or hi wuld hav crashed mi
<FireFly_9>  Too much information...
<Furu>  ....That's so unsettling.
<// J_Daito //> Too bad he didn't :P
<.`~SugaBB_2999~`.>  ..|..
<Mango-chan> Back on topic...You guys think this'll be up for any awards?
<Mango-chan> This movie, of course.
<--=[ SpeedRcrX ]=--> Nah, the academy are a bunch of punkasses
<--=[ SpeedRcrX ]=--> They hate non disney anime
<Furu> But what about cons and such?
<--=[ SpeedRcrX ]=--> They hate us because we contradict their "happy love luck bullshit "SERENA IS A PAINTER" canon
<Mdm_Maestro> That dunce a painter.
<Furu> O_o;
<--=[ SpeedRcrX ]=--> If we had had her come to america to PAINT in college and meet DARIEN and fall in LURVE helping him get over some ABUSE we'd win.
<Mdm_Maestro> JUST because she made some CARTOONS in Juuban High
<Furu>  Here's one for Hotaru-san: What did you think of your role in the film?
<Adam_Kanal> rei.bot - Did you enjoy working with your cast mates in such a spectacular film, or were you showing of your awesome acting talents once again?
<FireFly_9> I... disliked the Miss Dream / Yuuichiro / Furu scenes intensely... no offense.
<Furu>  None taken....*runs off to weep*
<FireFly_9>  I found the final scene, where I accept my family for who they are to miss Dream, to be very moving
<FireFly_9>  to me that WAS the film.
<@Ikari Shinji> You know you wanted Furu.
<FireFly_9>  Furu-san is a good friend.
<@Ikari Shinji> Men want to be him and women just want him.
<--=[ SpeedRcrX ]=--> I want him... to take out my trash LOL
<@Ikari Shinji> HAH!
<Furu>  Har har.
<@Ikari Shinji> Furu, go take out the trash! And pilot the Gundam!
<Furu>  t(''t)
<GERMATOID> WELL WE WON'T TALK ABOUT WHAT HOTARU-CHAN WAS DOING IN THE BRROM CLOSET
<FireFly_9>  I WAS LOCKED IN THERE!
<Furu>  What's that now? o_o
<@Ikari Shinji> Ohhhhhhhh!
<// J_Daito //> Yes, because eventually you would have begged me to release you, and I would have... released all of you. Heh.
<@Ikari Shinji> MAXX POWER!
<FireFly_9>  >_<
* AutumnChyld rolls her eyes
<Furu>  Here's a general question: Where the hell did you find that smurf?
<// J_Daito //> That was a puppet.
<@Dr_Xadium> One of Mina's socks.
<Furu>  It looked so realistic!
<@Ikari Shinji> ...you hired Industrial Lights & Magic or WETA, didn't you?
<AutumnChyld> Dr. Xadium, did you ever fear that the stunts may have been to much for your cast mates, most specifically your wife?
<Furu>  ...And Mina-oneechan has blue socks? *snicker*
<C'est_la_V> Well Jedite helped with the makeup FX
<@Dr_Xadium> Mina's a tough woman, she can handle it.
<AutumnChyld> I admire your strength, Minako-san.
<@Dr_Xadium> And the others are well, powerful beyond belief.
<C'est_la_V> Go-Go: Domo
<Furu>  Dr. X, what was it like playing a chicken? :P
<Furu>  On so many levels
<@Dr_Xadium> Playing a chicken was easy
<@Dr_Xadium> I liked it.
<// J_Daito //> You see the Time Lord doesn't PLAY at being a chicken
<// J_Daito //> he IS one.
<@Dr_Xadium> Grr.
<Furu>  Haha!
<@Dr_Xadium> ...
<Moonstar> Haruka, what was your hardest scene to play?
<--=[ SpeedRcrX ]=--> Hmm... the hardest scene was peeing upright behind the bush
<Moonstar> Hey there Jura and Fyre.
<--=[ SpeedRcrX ]=--> I have a fing shy bladder
<Adam_Kanal> Michiru, how did you prepare for your role as a blind Sailor Neptune?
<Mdm_Maestro> I closed my eyes
<C'est_la_V>  ....
<Mdm_Maestro> What?!
<Mdm_Maestro> That's all you need to do
<--=[ SpeedRcrX ]=--> Yeah she closed her eyes and walked into walls and shit it was hilarious
<Furu>  ...Somehow I would of thought if more..complex than that
<Adam_Kanal> You know, Jamie Foxx had his eyes glued shut when he played Ray Charles.
<Mdm_Maestro> Now, now, Haruka, that was just so I could learn the pain of a blind woman
<Mango-chan> To all the Senshi: What was your favorite scene to do?
<FireFly_9> The end where I proclaim my love for the family
<.`~SugaBB_2999~`.> wen i hamped elioz
<H3LLi05> When I was jumped yo
<--=[ SpeedRcrX ]=--> The Neo shit
<Mdm_Maestro> I hated the whole production.
<// J_Daito //> Bitchslapping Ten''ou
<C'est_la_V> The part where I toss X-chan into the machine!!
<=^catablanca^=> I WASN'T IN IT
<chronos.typhoon.2k4> The part with the King's body double
<@Dr_Xadium> I liked the part where we tortured dream
<GERMATOID> I LIKED BEING PASSED OUT DOING NOTHING
<Furu> Okay, reverse that: Least favorite scene.
<@Dr_Xadium> Being hurled into the machine
<Mdm_Maestro> The whole movie
<--=[ SpeedRcrX ]=--> The bush scene and getting slapped every 5 seconds
<=^catablanca^=> NOT BEING IN IT
<GERMATOID> I LOVED IT ALL BECAUSE I DID NOTHING
<Moonstar> Haruka.... how did you pee standing up-right?
<--=[ SpeedRcrX ]=--> Well for the movie because of the shy bladder we had to use a baloon filled with water
<--=[ SpeedRcrX ]=--> Arty who wasn't in the shot stepped on it to make the noise
<Furu>  Ladies and gentlemen, behold the secrets of Movie Magic!
<// J_Daito //> Yes but you didn't have shy *bowels*
<--=[ SpeedRcrX ]=--> STFU
<C'est_la_V> No kidding...
<Furu>  Cats stepping on water balloons. Take THAT, ILM.
<@Dr_Xadium> We had to pay to get that all cleaned off.
<Moonstar> Haruka, Let's say you didn't have a shy bladder, how would that have worked? I mean, you're a female so peeing the same way isn't an option. Did you use a divice like some Trans Gender Females to Males?
<--=[ SpeedRcrX ]=--> I have excellent muscle control.
<Mdm_Maestro> I'll say.
<@Ikari Shinji> Man, ILM rules all. By the way, Haruka, what was it like wearing shit-filled underwear?
<Mdm_Maestro> She does that all the time, Ikari-san
<Moonstar> :-X
<--=[ SpeedRcrX ]=--> GAH
<@Ikari Shinji> Needs some depends, Haruka?
<--=[ SpeedRcrX ]=--> We just put some lumpy heat packs in there
<--=[ SpeedRcrX ]=-->> Hey let's not playa hate
<@Ikari Shinji> Yeah, let's hate the game. Not the playa.
<--=[ SpeedRcrX ]=--> Booka T!
<Furu>  Question for Mina-oneechan: What was it like to throw Dr. X? :P
<C'est_la_V> LOL I throw him around all the time, it was easy!
<@Dr_Xadium> Maybe he means emotionally?
<C'est_la_V> ... I really didn't think about it, X-chan
<Furu>  Actually, I meant physically, but Hell, that's a much better question
<Moonstar> Michiru, how do you feel about there being so little of you and your partner in the anime series? Are you hoping for a sequile to this film as to explain the Outer Senshi further?
<Mdm_Maestro> Suburban Senshi is all about us.
<Mdm_Maestro> Don't let the interlopers fool you (glares at Aino-san)
<C'est_la_V> HEY!
<@Ikari Shinji> Here's a good idea: A movie about either rei.bot or Sakura.
<Furu>  I think a better question would be what's the chance of ever seeing a sequel in general
<@spiritflame> movie about me = bad
<@Dr_Xadium> The Miss Dream plot seems to be over.
<@Dr_Xadium> It was based on what happened to us. Another movie would be a whole new story.
<@Ikari Shinji>  A story... about the WAY TO JAPAN!
<Furu>  XD I don't think rei.bot-san has enough of a life out of the house to justify a movie, Ikari.
* Furu knows Ikari just wants to see the butt wiggle anyway
<@Dr_Xadium> If Sakura's tale... especially part 3, which deals with the senshi of the future, does well, she may get one
<@Ikari Shinji> Meh, Furu. It could just be a five minute film. Of her kicking ass. Or wiggling that booty.
<@Dr_Xadium> Xadium: it would be all about the future of Crystal Tokyo.
<@spiritflame> i more than booty
<Furu>  By the way, who supplied the voice of Big Red?
<@Ikari Shinji> TAKE OFF YOUR FUCKING SHOES!
<C'est_la_V> X-chan is REALLY good with voices
<C'est_la_V> He did it
<GERMATOID> WITH SOME POST FX
<Furu>  Wow, nice work.
<@Dr_Xadium> Thanks!
<Furu>  Did he do the smurf as well?
<// J_Daito //> No that was me
<// J_Daito //> I am also good with voices and disguise
<@Ikari Shinji> So, was there any legal threat from GAINAX over the whole Evangelion homage?
<GERMATOID> NO BECAUSE WE BOUGHT ALL THEIR AYANAMI REI NOVELTY SPANISH FLY OINTMENT
<H3LLi05> Well I bought it, because it makes the ladies flock to me like flies on shit
<Furu>  XD
<C'est_la_V> No it just makes you smell like it.
<Furu> Here's one: Who's the guy you got to play me? Just some hobo off the streets?
<FireFly_9> How did you guess?!
<@Dr_Xadium> Hotaru: Don't confirm it! SAG will be after us!
<FireFly_9>  I mean, of course not, we hired Pierce Brosnan... but he couldn't find his motivation so you were played by Parish Hilton.
<Furu>  ¬_¬
<--=[ SpeedRcrX ]=--> like Michi
<Mdm_Maestro> WHAT?!
<--=[ SpeedRcrX ]=--> ...isn't
<Mdm_Maestro> Right.
<Mango-chan> Did any of the senshi find the WAY TO JAPAN back stage?
<--=[ SpeedRcrX ]=--> I found the way to craft service
<C'est_la_V> I found the way to get off work
<.`~SugaBB_2999~`.> I fund da whey 2 hanmp okatu
<Furu> <Goku in the hospital after Vegeta> This is the WAY TO NAMEK.
<Furu>  Did any of you get paid for this?
<--=[ SpeedRcrX ]=--> NO!
<=^catablanca^=> We want our cash!
<C'est_la_V>  I got paid ^_~
<--=[ SpeedRcrX ]=--> WELL WE WANT MONEY
<@Ikari Shinji> Of course you did, Mina.
<C'est_la_V> :P
<@Ikari Shinji> You got paid in Fuck Dollars.
* @Dr_Xadium turns red
<@Ikari Shinji> And that was my one truely dirty quote of this interview.
<Furu>  XD That one got him
<@Dr_Xadium> :P
<Furu> *clapclapclap*
<Furu>  Only one? Brand new record for you, Shinji.
<H3LLi05> Well she was sleeping with the director
<C'est_la_V> We're MARRIED Baka
<@Ikari Shinji> You know, that leads to an interesting question.
<@Ikari Shinji> Were there alligations of biased treatment considering your wife was a part of this production, Xadium?<@Dr_Xadium> They ALWAYS Allege that when they have to do something and Mina doesn't
<@Dr_Xadium> Just because I gave her backrubs and such in between takes
<@Dr_Xadium> and ignored the rest of them
<@Dr_Xadium> and made sure she got food first
<@Dr_Xadium> and massaged her feet
<C'est_la_V> Enough, X-chan... heh
<@Ikari Shinji> ...
<@Ikari Shinji> That's just...
<@Ikari Shinji> No.
<@Ikari Shinji> No comment.
<Mango-chan> rei.bot, in general, what was your favorite scene of the movie?
<@spiritflame> where i got to tell off dream
<Furu>  Here's one for rei.bot-san: Any problems with your relative absence from most of the film?
<@spiritflame> I did not mind it
<Furu>  Question for the whole cast: How did you feel about the domestic Hell scene? :P
<--=[ SpeedRcrX ]=--> I LOVED IT
<@Ikari Shinji> Yes, Furu, pimp that why don't you?
<Mdm_Maestro> I hated being a footstool
<Furu> Silence, Greenbean.
<@Dr_Xadium> I loved Mina's costune ^_^
<C'est_la_V> I loved you loving it ^_~
<=^catablanca^=> MY TAIL GOT PULLED HARD
<@Ikari Shinji> Mr. Greenbean to you, wannabe.
<Furu>  We'll settle this later. Outside.
<@Ikari Shinji> Bring it.
<@spiritflame> my lines were bad
<chronos.typhoon.2k4> The bathrooms smelled.
<chronos.typhoon.2k4> I was guarding it.
<Adam_Kanal> Some Gate Keeper.
<@Ikari Shinji> Yes, you were. What an important duty. Truely fitting of your stature.
<chronos.typhoon.2k4> It was a hell scene.
<Furu>  :P :P :P
<Furu>  Well that's why you were guarding it. To protect everyone from the stench.
<@Dr_Xadium> No, her role was to make sure the toilet paper didn't run out. If it did she would be in charge of replenishing it
<Furu>  Another question for Hotaru-san, how did it feel to play an obnoxious bitch for most of the film?
<FireFly_9>  It was a great stretch, but at the same time I found it an excellent test of my acting abiltities. But the attire made it very embarassing.
<@Ikari Shinji> Yes, Hotaru, what was it like to be wearing such... revealing clothing. It obviously showed off your... acting skills. They were rather... fine.
<Furu>  Ah yes, the *ahem* clothing. Or lack therefore of.
<FireFly_9> ... men.
<Furu>  Indeed, Ikari. We all got a good look at Hotaru-san's talent.
<@Ikari Shinji> Indeed we did, Furu. And what talent she had. Plenty.
<Furu>  Heheh.
<C'est_la_V> Heh, the stagehands couldn't stop staring at her
<@Ikari Shinji> She was the most talented actress I've seen for a while.
<FireFly_9>  Ugh
<Furu>  And now Hotaru-san knows what it's like to have fanboys.
<FireFly_9>  I've always known. Some constantly ask to see me in bikinis.
<Furu>  Hm...got any more questions, Ikari?
<@Ikari Shinji> I always have plenty of questions. It's just if they cross the line or not. :-)
<--=[ SpeedRcrX ]=--> Just ask punk
<@Ikari Shinji> Punk? You better watch yo'self, she who wears shit.
<Furu>  That's what editing is for :P As you well know.
<@Ikari Shinji> [Lord Ikari] Yes I do, my master. *heavy breathing*
<--=[ SpeedRcrX ]=--> perv
<@Ikari Shinji>  You're the one to talk.
<AutumnChyld> [Princess Go-Go] Obi Wan, you're our only hope.
<--=[ SpeedRcrX ]=--> You been callin me up on the phone doin that shit right
<@Ikari Shinji>  ...was that your number?
<--=[ SpeedRcrX ]=--> DAMMIT
<Furu> [R2-DFu] beepbeepwhooooweep!
<@Ikari Shinji> I thought I was getting rei.bot?
* @spiritflame uses call forwarding LOL
*@Ikari Shinji shakes his fist at rei.bot
<@spiritflame> hehe
<Furu>  Ah, feel the love. The icky, wrong love.
<@Ikari Shinji> So, Hotaru, what was it like to have icecream dripping all of your warm and firm... clothing?
<FireFly_9> ... actually that was a prestained spandex suit.
<FireFly_9> It was actually solid and brown.
<FireFly_9> Sorry to dissappoint.
<@Ikari Shinji> DAMN YOU, MOVIE MAGIC!
<FireFly_9> heh
* @Ikari Shinji shakes his fist at Xadium
<@Dr_Xadium> Heh!
<Furu> …..happiness……SHATTERED...I mean......Damnit!
* C'est_la_V looks at Furu-chan oddly
<@Ikari Shinji> Furu sure likes the abundance of talent.
<Furu>  *HIDES*
<C'est_la_V> ....
<--=[ SpeedRcrX ]=--> LOL that was mor embarassing for FURU than us
<Furu>  Anyotherquestions? Ikari? Adam? Go-Go? ANYONE?!
* @Dr_Xadium asks Mina something in her ear, she giggles
<@Ikari Shinji> Look at Furu! He's so embaressed!
<C'est_la_V> later ^_~
* --=[ SpeedRcrX ]=-- asks Michiru the same thing, gets slapped
<@Ikari Shinji> I'm sure he'll eager to go make some sandwiches right now. This time, we have Hotaru to thank! From Mina to Hotaru... who's next?
<FireFly_9> How... disgusting... to think I inspire... that.
<Furu>  Argh!!
<Furu> *crawls into a hole and prepares to DIE*
<--=[ SpeedRcrX ]=--> LOL don't feel too bad.
<@Ikari Shinji> Or, in other words, he's preparing to make SANDWICHES while thinking about Hotaru.
<FireFly_9> ugh.
* Furu bops Ikari
* @Ikari Shinji bops Furu back
<.`~SugaBB_2999~`.> wat da fic am i niot dsandiwch warthi
<.`~SugaBB_2999~`.> mak sum sanwiches abut mi bich
<Furu>  HahahahahahahahaNO
<Furu>  QUESTION: Was any of the script ad-libbed?
<@Dr_Xadium> Jedite: The "fucking learn" bit
<@Dr_Xadium> I put my black heart into that slap
<@Ikari Shinji> And I love you platonically for that, man.
<--=[ SpeedRcrX ]=--> WTF was that about me getting slapped every 5 seconds
* Mdm_Maestro whistles innocently
<Adam_Kanal> This is for the director - Was it hard helping with the casting of the movie?
<@Dr_Xadium> Nah, since we all played ourselves, exceopt for Artemis who was played by Salem the Cat.
<Furu>  KNEW IT!
<Furu>  PAY UP, Ikari!
<@Ikari Shinji> ...
* @Ikari Shinji gives some money to Furu
<AutumnChyld> So... that wasn't Artemis who gave me his autograph?
<Furu>  ^_^
<C'est_la_V> Artemis was too much of a wreck to film
<@Ikari Shinji> Meh. I'm not suprised.
<@Ikari Shinji> You know, with Luna and all.
<Furu>  Arty? Unstable? Gasp,
<=^catablanca^=> HEY!
<@Ikari Shinji> Hey, nutcase!
<@Ikari Shinji> Err... I mean, Hey, ARTY!
<=^catablanca^=> Just because I... married Chibiusa and am living in bigamy...
* C'est_la_V pets Artemis
* =^catablanca^= cries
<@Ikari Shinji> I could say something perverted but I won't.
<C'est_la_V> NOT LIKE THAT.
<Furu>  XD
<Furu>  Man it got ecchi in here
<@Ikari Shinji> Hey, at least I didn't say it.
<C'est_la_V> Hmph!
<@Ikari Shinji> I mean, you WERE "peting" him.
<@Ikari Shinji> ...ah...
<@Ikari Shinji> ehehehe...
<C'est_la_V>  He's a CAT.
<Furu>  At times.
<@Ikari Shinji> Who has the equivalent of what humans do and he can turn into one at that.
<C'est_la_V>  I'm married.
<C'est_la_V>  And so's he... twice.
<=^catablanca^=> GAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAH
<@Ikari Shinji> Hey, I didn't say anything.
<@Ikari Shinji> All I said that I could've said something perverted.
<@Dr_Xadium> Maybe we should switch to another line of questioning
<Furu>  YES
<Furu>  More questions
<@Ikari Shinji> Yeah, more questions. So, were you able to get Y-man to play himself or did you hire someone?
<@Ikari Shinji> Also, same question about the old perv.
<@Dr_Xadium> You didn't; recognize Keanu Reeves and Happosai?
<--=[ SpeedRcrX ]=--> Now that's acting!
<Furu>  Wow!
<@Ikari Shinji> Whoa.
<Furu>  I wanna know how the cast felt about the cosplaying segment
<FireFly_9> It wasn't a stretch for Happosai.
<--=[ SpeedRcrX ]=--> Yes it was he didn't reach out and fondle you
<Furu>  Did you guys pick who you wanted to be when you were dressed as various people/characters for the Miss Dream fight?
<C'est_la_V> No, those were references to other Sub Senshi things
<Mdm_Maestro> like my stunnng channel takeover in Martha stweart style
<C'est_la_V> My kill bill rampage
<--=[ SpeedRcrX ]=--> My defense of the Matrix
<chronos.typhoon.2k4> A fanart of me that Xadium amde.
<Adam_Kanal> Is there any truth to the rumors about a "curse" on the set of the movie?
<FireFly_9> Hotaru: Only the foul profanities that came out of JEdite and Haruka -poppa's mouths
<Mdm_Maestro> Well every now and them Minako-chan would mysteriously fall sick and Xadium would have to tend to her in her trailer.
<Furu>  ..........
<Mdm_Maestro> We lost so many hours of shooting that week
<--=[ SpeedRcrX ]=--> Yeah I think it was food poisoning
<Furu>  ...That's some curse.
<Adam_Kanal> I doubt that, Haruka-kun.
<Adam_Kanal> It was LOVELOVE FEVA!
* C'est_la_V coughs
<@Dr_Xadium> *ahem* next question
<Furu>  Any shout outs to the behind the scenes crew?
<Furu>  Sound guys, etc
<--=[ SpeedRcrX ]=--> Nah they were all bastards
<Furu>  Ouch.
<C'est_la_V> Always groping and selling our pictures to the pepperoni
<@Ikari Shinji> I'm not correcting that.
<FireFly_9> Wait what about Hans the sound guy?
<H3LLi05> The cops busted him the other day with pictures of Chibi in the buff
<--=[ SpeedRcrX ]=--> No that was Frantz
<.`~SugaBB_2999~`.> an da "best boi" waznt da best at al
<.`~SugaBB_2999~`.> i hed sew mach batter
<Furu>  Wait wait...there was groping?
<FireFly_9> Ugh!
<C'est_la_V> Hai... we were always getting groped
<@Ikari Shinji> I bet you hated missing that opportunity, Furu.
<--=[ SpeedRcrX ]=-->  I twas like we were on a damn train
<Furu>  Oh, you're one to talk, King Perv of Pervalot, Capital of Pervosia
<@Ikari Shinji> Thank you, Knight Touchalot.
<Furu> I find it hard to believe that Haruka-san was ever groped :P
<--=[ SpeedRcrX ]=-->  Lots of chicks groped me
<--=[ SpeedRcrX ]=-->  This one redhead all the time man
* Mdm_Maestro hides a red wig
<Furu>  Actually, I've got one final question before you leave.
<Furu> Jed, how's that quest for the $20 coming?
<// J_Daito //> Still have not got it
<--=[ SpeedRcrX ]=--> Tomorrow, I swear.
<// J_Daito //> You better give me my money, woman
<--=[ SpeedRcrX ]=-->  Yes Mr. Jed
* --=[ SpeedRcrX ]=--  flees
<// J_Daito //> Bitch! (follows)
END

